English
WeWe
willwill
be reading a variety of texts involving fiery
dragons! Children will be looking at tales from other
cultures and reading books such as the dragon
machine.
Children will also be learning about labels, lists and
captions and make fire safety posters. Children will also
look at the poem London’s burning.
Class Reader

Science

Mathematics






Number and Place Value
Addition
Money
Telling the time
Identifying the properties of 2d shape

Problem Solving Strategies:
 Act it out – children use given equipment to
solve a problem

Materials
In science we will be learning about the properties of
different materials and how we can sort and classify
them. We will be investigating how we can change
materials and whether these changes can be
reversed.

Penguin by Polly Dunbar

Class 2
Autumn term 1 2017
Computing

PSHE

Fire

SEAL: New Beginnings

R.E

Getting creative- children build understanding of
digital texts. They use varied devices and software
to create digital content. Children will understand
algorithms and develop e-safety practice.

Thanking God for nature. How do Christians and Jews
show they are thankful for the natural world?
Art and design

We will be sketching buildings looking at shape,
detail and proportions. Children will look at buildings
from London now as well as from 1666.

Music
Ourselves
We will be concentrating on exploring sound through
singing, body percussion and use of instruments.
History
The Great Fire of London topic. We will look at how the
fire started, why it spread so quickly and what changes
were made as a result of this.
P.E
Rising stars session with coach will be on Mondays.
Gymnastics with a focus on Balancing jumping and
rolling on Wednesdays.

Children will learn to sequence events and compare
past and present.

Design and Technology
We will be junk modelling houses from 1666.

